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Abstract

The electric fields and potentials inside and at the interface
of matter are relevant to many branches of physics, chem-
istry, and biology. Accurate quantification of these fields
and/or potentials is essential to control and exploit chem-
ical and physical transformations. Before we understand
the response of matter to external fields, it is first impor-
tant to understand the intrinsic interior and interfacial fields
and potentials, both classically and quantum mechanically,
as well as how they are probed experimentally. Here we
compare and contrast, beginning with the hydrogen atom in
vacuum and ending with concentrated aqueous NaCl elec-
trolyte, both classical and quantum mechanical electric po-
tentials and fields. We make contact with experimental vi-
brational Stark, electrochemical, X-ray, and electron spec-
troscopic probes of these potentials and fields, outline rel-
evant conceptual difficulties, and underscore the advantage
of electron holography as a basis to better understand elec-
trostatics in matter.

Introduction

The characteristics of the intrinsic electric fields and poten-
tials throughout stable matter are due to the quantum me-
chanical uncertainty and Pauli principles.1–3 The elements
in the periodic table share some common features: each has
a negative electron cloud superimposed on a very tightly
packed bundle of positive protons located in the nucleus
(well-described by a delta function). The specific details
of the electronic distributions on each atom as well as all
their compounds and physical states (solid, liquids, gases)
are unique to each particular system and set of conditions as
dictated by the laws of quantum mechanics, statistical me-
chanics, and thermodynamics. Although the electric field
is often characterized in a classical mechanics framework,
quantum mechanical concepts such as the uncertainty prin-
ciple and Pauli exclusion play a fundamental and significant
role in determining their ultimate behavior. This is particu-
larly relevant to molecular scale systems. Because of this, it
is important to broaden one’s view of electrodynamic aspects
of physical phenomena.

The resulting electric fields arising from these charge dis-
tributions, at distances on the order of several angstroms,
are extremely large compared to electric fields achievable on
the macroscopic scale. For example, at r ≈ 1.5 Å from
the nucleus of a hydrogen atom the electric field strength is
≈ 0.3 V/Å= 3×109 V/m = 3 GV/m. These intense electric
fields can only be achieved macroscopically using very high-
energy laser pulses, inertial confinement fusion implosions,
and particle accelerators.4–6 In contrast, the far field pro-

duced in an electromagnetic pulse from a nuclear detonation
is a million times smaller! Several areas of research require
better quantification of electric fields and potentials7,8 such
as: vibrational Stark spectroscopy9,10 (electrochromic and
solvatochromic shifts), electrochemistry,11,12 catalysis,13–16

and electrocatalysis (surface potentials, overpotentials, and
activation barriers), vibrational surface spectroscopy (sur-
face potentials), nucleation17–22 (homogeneous, heteroge-
neous, and field-induced), and electron microscopy, diffrac-
tion and holography.23 In this article we will discuss how this
manifests itself in fields associated with: (1) atomic/ionic
electronic structure, (2) vibrational Stark spectroscopy, (3)
molecules and condensed phases, (4) electric potentials and
electron densities in condensed phases, (5) surface electric
potentials and electrochemistry. To help calibrate ourselves
to these large fields lets begin with a closer look at the hydro-
gen atom as it will illustrate several key physical concepts.

Fields of Atoms and Ions

Ostensibly, hydrogen is a “neutral” atom. Indeed, very far
away from hydrogen the field strength is vanishingly small
and thus it appears to be uncharged. But, as we come closer
to it we begin to discriminate the electric cloud from the
nucleus. The total charge density for any atom is just the
sum of nuclear and electronic charge densities, with that for
hydrogen given by

ρ(r) = ρnuc(r) + ρelec(r) = e
[
δ(r)− |ψ100|2

]
, (1)

where e is the unit charge, δ(r) is the Dirac delta func-

tion, ψ100 = e−r/ao/
√
πa

3/2
o is the 1s hydrogen ground state

wavefunction, and ao is the Bohr radius. Using Poisson’s
equation, ∇2V (r) = −4πρ(r), and the relation between the
field E and potential V , i.e., E(r) = −∇V (r), it can be
shown that the total electric potential and field are given by

V (r) = e
e−2r/ao

r

[
1 +

r

ao

]
, (2)

E(r) = e
e−2r/ao

r

[(
1 +

r

ao

)(
1

r
+

2

ao

)
− 1

ao

]
. (3)

In the left panel of Figure 1 we show the radial dependence
of the potential V (r), field E(r), and radial probability den-
sity P (r) = 4πr2|ψ100|2. Importantly, both V (r) and E(r)
are positive for all r, meaning that up close, the quantum
hydrogen atom appears as a screened positive charge. The
same is true for the rest of the elements in the periodic table
- up close, they too can be viewed as electronically screened
positive nuclear charges. On the right panel of Figure 1 we
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Figure 1: Quantum electric potential V (r), field E(r), and scaled radial probability 4πP (r) for the “neutral” hydrogen atom
(left), and (right) a few reference field strengths compared to that from hydrogen (note vertical log-scale): for H2O dissociation,
H2O dielectric strength, and that required to induce KCl salt nucleation.

show just the electric field E(r) on a log-scale along with sev-
eral reference fields such as those required for dissociation of
water,24 dielectric breakdown, and those used to induce salt
to crystallize from concentrated aqueous KCl.20 An addi-
tional important physical quantity (to be discussed further
below) is Hans Bethe’s mean inner potential25 (MIP) given
by

Vo =
1

Ω

∫
V (r)dr

sph.
=⇒
symm.

Vo = − 2π

3Ω
〈r2〉, (4)

where Ω is the sample volume, and 〈r2〉 = 4π
∫
r4ρelec(r)dr.

We can estimate Vo for the hydrogen atom using V (r), r =
3 Å, and Ω = 4

3
πr3, to give

Vo ≈
2πea2o

Ω
≈ 0.22 V. (5)

This estimate of hydrogen’s Vo is the difference in electric
potential between the spatial average of V (r) over the atom
with respect to a zero reference potential at r = ∞. Bethe
commented that since Vo ∝ 〈r2〉, it represents the 2nd mo-
ment of the electrons of the atom, with the 〈r2〉 being sen-
sitive to the wings of the electron densities. Given the large
nuclear contribution to the total electric potential, the sin-
gle 1s electron does a very reasonable job of screening it.
For convenience, it is sometimes easier to visualize what is
happening with the electric potentials compared to the fields
keeping in mind they are simply related by a negative gradi-
ent - fields converge into regions of negative potential and di-
verge from regions of positive potential. Unfortunately, the
analytic results for the hydrogen atom do not exist for the
rest of the elements in the periodic table, however, they can
be obtained through numerical quantum mechanical (QM)
calculations for clusters as well as periodic systems. For
example, consider the Na0 atom (with eleven protons and
electrons) in its 1s22s22p63s1 electronic ground state. From
a QM calculation, one finds that the electric fields are in-
deed very large some distance from the sodium nucleus e.g.,
E = 6.3 and 0.8 V/Å at r = 1.5 and 2.5 Å, respectively. In
Figure 2 we show another important difference between QM
and classical (CL) descriptions of cations and anions e.g.,
with Na+ and Cl– . There are three key differences: (1)
the negative potential for the QM anion turns around and
becomes positive as r decreases due the potential of the Z

nuclear protons, (2) the positive potential for the QM cation
also becomes more positive as r decreases for the same rea-
son, and (3) the QM cations and anions only appear as CL
± unit point charges in the “far-field” sense. As one gets
closer to these ion’s nuclei their intrinsic QM behaviour re-
veals itself where the QM and CL “near-field” regions are
quite different. In particular, the negative CL charge dis-
plays an unphysical negative potential divergence at small
distances.

Computational Details

In what follows we used a combination of Gaussian gas
phase26 and condensed phase CP2K QM calculations27–36

to illustrate key concepts. The level of theory and basis sets
used are provided in the relevant figure captions. From these
QM calculations, the corresponding cube files are processed
to obtain the electric potentials and fields. In the case of
CL results, the potentials and fields where evaluated, on the
same computational grid (spacing = 0.095 Å) as the QM
cases, using their point charge representations. For the 6.7
M aqueous NaCl periodic molecular dynamics simulation, a
cubic box of length L = 24.346 Å containing 58 NaCl and 396
H2O sampled for 1 ns using the Smith-Dang37 and SPC/E38

CL models, then re-sampled using CP2K to obtain the QM
electric potentials and fields.

Fields in Vibrational Stark Spectroscopy

The influence of electric fields on frequency shifts of con-
densed phase molecules, a.k.a. vibrational Stark spec-
troscopy, has a long history.9,10,39–53 Early work in Stark
spectroscopy employed continuum electrostatic descriptions
while more current work utilizes electric fields from CL point
charges in molecular dynamics simulations of the average
projected “effective” fields. The central concept is the use
of particular vibrational shifts as antennas (or probes) ca-
pable of sensing the “effective” electric fields from their “lo-
cal surroundings”. The assumption most commonly used is
to consider the system as composed of independent uncou-
pled single mode oscillators (e.g., CO, CN– , OH in H2O).48

Given these caveats, Stark spectroscopy has provided key
insights into the sensitivity of frequency shifts to local elec-
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Figure 2: Illustration of the differences between the of electric potentials of an atomic QM cation (blue) and anion (green)
vs. CL ± unit point charges.

trostatics such that the vibrational probe acts as an empir-
ical voltmeter that detects subtle polarity changes in the
environment. Vibrational Stark spectroscopy focuses on:
(1) internal spectroscopy where shifts are from the solvent
(solvatochromism), and (2) external spectroscopy where the
shifts are induced by applied fields (electrochromism). The
frequency shifts ∆ω and electric field E used in 2nd order
vibrational Stark spectroscopy are related by

∆ω = ω(E)− ω(0) = −∆µ · E − 1

2
E ·∆α · E (6)

where ∆µ is the “Stark tuning rate” or effective difference of
the dipole moment between the ground and excited states,
and ∆α is the effective difference polarizability between the
ground and excited states (∆µ and ∆α are referred to as
the electro-optic parameters - see work by Boxer et al.54).
As pointed out by Reimers and Hush,55 ∆µ and ∆α are
only exact expectation values at the harmonic level of ap-
proximation. Experimentally, the ∆µ and ∆α are used as
fitting parameters when frequency shifts ∆ω are measured
at a given applied external field. Interestingly, these same
parameters have been used, in reverse, to calculate the in-
ternal “effective” fields present when a particular frequency
shift is measured in the absence of applied external fields. At
this point one should be wondering whether the “effective”
fields are the real physical fields present in the system.

Recently, we explored a QM description of electric fields
and solvochromic frequency shifts of the OH vibrations in a
low temperature Cs+(H2O)6 cluster experimentally investi-
gated by Johnson and coworkers.56 As shown in Figure 3,
the projected electric fields at each water molecule’s H sites
are calculated as those arising from the QM charge densities
of all the other atoms, Cs+(H2O)5, in the system excluding
only those atoms (nuclei, electrons, and basis functions) of
the H2O probe for which the field are being evaluated. Here
it is important to note that in the QM case we are wanting
to evaluate the “effective” fields when the total system is
at a stationary point (i.e., a stable minimum energy config-
uration, as opposed to sampling from a thermal ensemble
such as those investigated using molecular dynamics simula-
tions.17,43,45,48) The calculation was repeated five times for
the remaining water molecules, where each subsequent H2O
was removed with the previous H2O included again. These
electric fields are then projected onto the OH bond vectors
corresponding to each vibrational antenna. Figure 4 shows

that the projected E fields are indeed large and can be ap-
proximately grouped into two OH sets that are H-bonded
and free. Again, that these “effective” fields are so intense
that they would dissociate any water molecule if not for that
molecule’s self-field and response to the “effective” field. The
parameters ∆µ and ∆α are best fit to the measured vibra-
tions and the black bars (right plot of Figure 4) broadened
with Lorentzians as is standard in vibrational spectroscopy.
Amazingly, these “effective” projected fields describe the fre-
quency shifts quite well. Furthermore, similar results were
found where the electric field projectors were used to quan-
tify the coupled CO vibrational frequency shifts in hydrating
the carboxylate group in Ca2+-propionate system through
field projections on the C−C bond.57 In this case, the CO
vibrations are coupled through the C−C bond that connects
the head group to the hydrocarbon tail.

Using 1st order electrochromic shifts of C=O in various
nonpolar and polar solvents, Fried et al.51 found that the
“effective” electric fields from CL point charges needed to be
reduced by a correction factor of 2.5 to match the observed
∆ω. The measured Stark tuning rates (in externally applied
fields), |∆µ|f , where f is a local field correction factor will, in
general, be different from the true QM microscopic electric
field as well as from a QM “effective” field. Our QM cal-
culations, as well a future investigations, may provide some
necessary closure as we have found that the “effective” QM
fields are, at least, smaller than the “effective” CL fields in
the solvatochromatic shifts for propionate discussed above
by ≈ 0.2 V/Å. Moreover, if we compare the liquid water
OH Stark tuning rates for solvatochromic shifts of Skinner
et al.52 ∆µ ≈ 2 cm−1/(MV/cm) to the electrochromic shifts
calculated by English et al.58 ∆µ ≈ 10 cm−1/(MV/cm),
then one is left wondering if the difference can be accounted
for by the field factor f , or some other limitation of the Stark
spectroscopy formalism. These “effective” fields should be
considered as valuable quantities that correlate well with vi-
brational shifts ∆ω encoded in the surrounding environment,
however, accurate full QM electric fields and potentials are
needed to provide benchmarks for future vibrational studies
of these aqueous systems.

It should be apparent that the use of “effective” fields for-
mally neglects the “self” and self-consistent response electric
fields arising from the H2O probes as well as the total system
response to an applied field. Here, the probe molecule is be-
ing removed from the picture entirely, and the surrounding
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Red = 13.6V
Green = 2.0VCs+(H2O)6

Find the 
fields at the 
H atoms

E-field at H atom = 2.2 V/Å
(H-Bonded OH)  

E-field at H atom = 0.8 V/Å
(Free OH)

Figure 3: Using QM electric fields to understand solvatochromic shifts in Cs+(H2O)6 (top left). QM Cs+(H2O)5 producing
field (blue arrow) at the locations of H2O that was removed (top right). Electric fields and potential isosurfaces on the
H-bonded (bottom left) and free (bottom right) OH groups. Potential isosurfaces are: 3.5 V (red), 3.3 V (orange), 3.0 V
(yellow), 2.7 V (green), 2.5 V (cyan), 2.2 V (blue), 1.9 V (purple). QM level: MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

fields pass unhindered through it’s ghostly vacuum and the
fields projected onto the H atom locations where the molecule
was. Clearly, these “effective” fields cannot be the physi-
cal fields. This distinction is relevant because the total E
field at any nucleus in a ground state minimum energy con-
figuration must be identically zero! Otherwise, the nuclei
would experience a Lorentz force (F = qE) arising from
a non-zero electric field E. Importantly, the QM calcula-
tion of the Hellmann-Feynman force59 requires that the sys-
tem wavefunction be variational and the basis sets complete,
which is true if the wavefunction is not constructed from
nuclear-centered atomic orbitals e.g., with plane waves.60

Even though Feynman wrote61 that “The force on any nu-
cleus (considered fixed) in any system of nuclei and electrons
is just the classical electrostatic attraction exerted on the
nucleus in question by the other nuclei and by the electron
charge density distribution for all electrons, ρelec(r).”, in
practice care must be exercised for non-variational incom-
plete wavefunction methods (typical Gaussian basis sets)
since they give rise to Pulay forces/fields even at an en-
ergy minimum because the system wavefunction depends on
nuclear positions. Even considering the errors arising from
Pulay fields, the electric fields and their fluctuations evalu-
ated at nuclear sites are going to be very different depending
upon whether one includes/excludes the molecule’s self-fields
either from point charges or the QM nuclear and electronic
charge densities.17,60,62,63 Future work should compare and
contrast QM versus CL representations of the projected elec-
tric fields and their fluctuations on the vibrational probes as
well as applying external fields to accurately determine the
local field correction factor f .

In summary, “effective” fields can be considered “far-
fields” inside condensed phases whereas the actual QM elec-
tric fields, including the self- and response fields of the atoms
and molecules, are to be considered “near-fields”. A com-
mon approach in electrostatics is to approximate the total
charge density by an expansion in multipoles. The multi-

pole approximation is only valid in the “far-field” sense such
that the electric potentials and fields are determined out-
side the charge distribution itself. Another approximation
frequently employed is to mimic the screening of charge dis-
tribution by a solvent by using its dielectric constant to mod-
ify the Coulomb interactions in specific regions of space as
opposed to explicit inclusion of the solvent molecules them-
selves. In both cases, one must use caution as we would like
to understand what the exact electric properties are in be-
tween atoms and molecules before we make approximations
to them. From the outset, it must be understood that there
are several ambiguities surrounding where QM and CL fields
should be evaluated and from what sources. Ultimately, this
is due to the inherent QM difficulty and arbitrariness in
knowing where to cut the system wavefunction, or electron
density, into two parts: (1) a local vibrational probe, and (2)
its environment. Stated simply, where does one thing end
and the other thing begin within a condensed phase system?

Fields of Molecules and Condensed Phases

We now know, generally, that the QM electric potential of
any bare (“neutral”) element is positive definite everywhere
and gradually decreases to zero as one heads into the vac-
uum. But, when the elements form matter this is no longer
necessarily the case, e.g., 1

2
O2 + H2 → H2O, during which

there is electron orbital hybridization/spatial redistribution
in the form of covalent bonds and perhaps lone pairs - see
Figure 5. Lone pairs show up as regions of negative electric
potential. Regions of negative electric potential can also ex-
ist in the space between atoms such as non-nuclear attrac-
tors (NNAs) of electron density such as in metals, semicon-
ductors, solvated electrons, F-centers, and electrides.64–70 A
NNA is a point where the electron density has local maxima
in a region of space where there is no nucleus. These regions
with negative and positive electric potentials are chemically
relevant, for example, in Lewis bases that can be electroni-
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Figure 4: (Left) Projected QM E fields (left) on the H atoms in Cs+(H2O)6 where the blue and green symbols denote those
OH groups that are H-bonded and free, respectively (the H-indices correspond to those in the inset). (Right) Comparison of
the measured vibrational spectra (red) and that from the projected QM fields (black bars) and Lorentzian fits to QM fields
(blue). See Wolke et al.56 for more details. QM level: MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ.

cally tuned along with their Lewis acids by substitution of
electron withdrawing or donating adjacent atoms or other
relevant chemical groups.71,72

A common misconception is that the electric potential al-
ways accompanies the electron density in that electron rich
regions have negative potentials – this is the case some-
times.64,72 But, care must be exercised since the total QM
electric potential arises from both electrons and nuclear pro-
tons. Figure 5 shows a few electric potential isosurfaces H2O
noting, importantly, that there are no NNAs in the lone pair
regions (not shown) and yet the lone pairs are easily seen as
regions of negative electric potential.73 But, note that the
negative lone pair region (green), shown in the upper left
panel of Figure 3 next to the probe H2O molecule H-bond
donor, would not occur if the probe’s self-field and response
was included in the QM calculation. Metal dimers, such
as Li2 have a NNA64 of −1.2e without a collocated nega-
tive electric potential. But, interestingly the influence of the
NNA occurs as a halo of negative electric potential of -0.6 V
(green) surrounding the NNA due to the nearness of the Li
Z = 3 nuclei yielding the +1.4 V potential isosurface (red)
in Figure 6. Accurate modeling the QM behaviour of NNAs
and lone pairs in condensed phases remains an outstanding
challenge for molecular simulations as their accurate descrip-
tion requires a high level of electronic structure and thus
significant computational resources.74

In Figure 7 we show the difference between QM (top) and
CL (bottom) electric potential representations of three min-
imum energy (H2O)6 configurations (Ih, prism, and cage).
Here, SPC/E charges38 were placed at the positions of the
QM nuclei. In the QM cases one can see regions of nega-
tive/positive (±1.4 V green/red) potentials arising from the
lone electron pairs and nuclei in contrast to the CL cases
where one can see the negative isosurface around the oxy-
gen atoms and the positive isosurface around the hydrogen
atoms as expected from point charges.

At this point, it should be clear that there are important
as well as strange differences between the QM and CL rep-
resentations of charge, fields, and potentials. Keeping the
magnitude of these fields and potentials in mind, Figure 8
shows a QM snapshot of various electric potential isosur-

faces for highly concentrated (6.7 M) NaCl solution. One
can see that close to the nuclei the potential is positive (red,
orange, and yellow isosurfaces) and as one moves out en-
countering the neutral potential (green isosurface) and then
in between the atoms the potential exhibits quite compli-
cated and counter-intuitive behaviour where the negative
potentials (cyan, blue and purple isosurfaces) are due to wa-
ter’s lone electron pairs as well as from the electrons on the
Cl– anions. During the molecular dynamics the ions and
molecules are translating, rotating, and vibrating on various
timescales making the picture even more complicated.

A curious observation is that upon supersaturation, aque-
ous NaCl (as well as other systems) emits visible and ultravi-
olet light during crystallization in a phenomena called crys-
talloluminescence.22,75 How do the internal fields alter the
manifold of excited electronic state lifetimes, internal con-
versions, intersystem crossings, and subsequent emissions?
From high-level QM calculations on the NaCl dimer, we
found17 that an applied field E = 0.5 V/Å can stabilize
the excited singlet and triplet electronic states with triplet-
singlet energy differences consistent with the light emission
seen in the experiments. In Figure 9 we show the simple
case of the QM response of a NaCl molecule (with fixed in-
ternuclear distance, thus the response is only electronic) to
an applied E field. One can see that these large fields can
completely reverse the dipole polarity. Here, if the NaCl in-
ternuclear distance was allowed to vary, then these strong
fields would easily dissociate the molecule. To further un-
derstand whether the condensed phase fields are consistent
with the QM fields needed for these transitions, we calcu-
lated17 the concentration dependent distributions of electric
fields on the Na+ and Cl– ions and H2O molecules from CL
molecular dynamics simulations of aqueous NaCl. The dis-
tributions of field magnitudes on the ions for the 6.7 M case
is shown in Figure 10, noting that the concentration depen-
dence of he field strengths was very slight. But, the fields on
the H2O molecule O and H sites were larger ∼ 2 V/Å and
distributions broader than those on the ions ∼ 0.5 V/Å. The
CL field magnitudes at the ions are clearly large enough to
cause changes in the electronic levels. The ion and water
molecule self-fields are, of course, not included in this anal-
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-1.9 V

-1.9 V

+1.9 V

H2O

Figure 5: QM electric potentials of H2O. Electric potential isosurfaces are: +1.9 V (red) wrapping around the entire molecule,
and -1.9 V (green) corresponding to the lone pairs of electrons. QM level: MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

Figure 6: Lithium dimer (Li2) displays a NNA in the electron density (white isosurface with 0.01 e/a3o) at the midpoint is
surrounded by a halo of negative electric potential at -0.6 V (green), with the entire molecule wrapped in positive electric
potential +1.9 V (red). Bader charges yield that the NNA has a charge of −1.2e with the Li atoms carrying a charge of +0.6e.
QM level: B3LYP/6-31+G*

ysis as they represent the fields coming from from all other
ions and water molecules in the system (see Sellner et al.17

and Fetisov et al.18 for more details). When considering how
electric fields alter electronic transitions, like internal con-
versions and intersystem crossings, perhaps a more relevant
location to evaluate the field would be at the centroids of the
orbitals involved in the processes instead of at the positions
of the nuclei or projections onto bonds. Our future effort
is focused on a more complete QM understanding of the
electronic changes (including possible formation of NNAs),
fields, and potentials underlying the crystalloluminescence
mechanism.

In the condensed phase QM electric fields and potentials
are large almost everywhere (e.g., in Figure 8) as the wings of
the atomic and molecular electron densities repel and confine
each other compared to how the atomic and molecular elec-
tron densities spread from the interface out into the vacuum.
Furthermore, small changes in electron density can cause
large variations in potentials and fields. Once you consider
yourself outside of a given atom’s electron density you’re al-
ready inside the electron density of an adjacent atom. The
sharp contrast between the QM and CL descriptions (i.e.,
field magnitudes and directions, potential sign and magni-
tudes and the complicated spatial distributions) highlights
the need to better understand and quantify the appropri-
ate regions of space where we evaluate electric fields and
potentials relevant to a particular phenomena, reaction co-

ordinates, or order parameters as well as how to compare to
experimental probes of these fields and potentials.

Measurement of Electric Potentials and
Electron Densities in Condensed Phases

When isolated atoms come together into substances or com-
pounds, the electron densities in the core regions change lit-
tle with the most significant chemical changes occurring in
the valence regions – see Figure 8.76–79 X-ray and electron
scattering have provided a tremendous wealth of informa-
tion about the structure of matter in ways no other mea-
surements are able to provide. These more direct measure-
ment methods, in contrast to indirect inference of effective
fields from vibrational shifts or other80 less direct probes,
represent the “gold standard” for interrogating atom-atom
correlations, interactions, electron densities and electric po-
tentials and the fields resulting from them.63,81–83 But, some
of the most relevant chemical changes are relatively small
(δρelec(r) � 0.1e/a3o), thus making accurate experimental
quantification via X-ray or electron diffraction quite chal-
lenging.84 Although variations in electron density have been
reported using both X-rays and electrons, it has been ar-
gued that, in principle, it is easier to measure valence charge
densities via electron scattering because of the higher sensi-
tivity to differences in electric potential to changes in the
valence electrons.82,85 The X-ray and electron scattering
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Quantum vs. Classical

Ih-hexamer Prism-hexamer Cage-hexamer

Figure 7: Comparison of electric potentials of quantum mechanical (top) vs. classical SPC/E point charge (bottom) description
of three energetic minima for (H2O)6. O and H atoms are red and white, respectively. Electric potential isocontours are:
+1.4 V (red), -1.4 V (green). QM level: HF/6-31++G**

structure factors, related by the Mott-Bethe86,87 formula
fel(k) = (8π2me2/h2)[Z − fX(k)/k2], are given by the
Fourier transforms fX(k) ∝

∫
ρelec(r)e−ik·rdr and fel(k) ∝∫

V(r)e−ik·rdr, respectively, where the integral relation be-
tween the total charge density ρ(r) = ρnuc(r) + ρelec(r) and
electric potential V(r) is V(r) =

∫
ρ(r′)/|r− r′|dr′, and k is

the scattering vector. Thus, one may interpret these struc-
ture factors as saying that X-rays scatter off the electron
density and electrons scatter off the electric potential.85

In practice, X-ray and electron scattering employ the in-
dependent atom model (IAM),88–90 where a hypothetical
representation of the electron density or electric potential
is constructed as a superposition of high-level QM Dirac-
Fock spherical atom electron densities or electric potentials
from the vacuum. The difference between the IAM den-
sity and the real QM density is called the deformation den-
sity, δρ(r) = ρQM(r) − ρIAM(r), and is a 3D measure of
all the changes that occur forming the atoms into com-
pounds/substances. Similarly, one can consider deforma-
tion electric potentials, δV(r) = VQM(r) − VIAM(r), where
VQM(r) is the QM electric potential of bulk sample, and
VIAM(r) is a superposition of atomic electric potentials.
Fortunately, small changes in δρ(r) yield large changes in
δV(r) such that the signal-to-noise is improved in quan-
tifying changes in electric potential compared to those of
the electron density. Figure 11 shows an example of us-
ing an independent molecule model (as a generalization
to the independent atom model) to calculate the deforma-
tions resulting from bringing two water molecules together:
H2O + H2O → (H2O)2. One can see that these QM defor-
mations δρ(r) and δV(r) are quite complicated and largely
non-intuitive, however, it is clear that small electron density
changes are accompanied by large changes in electric poten-
tial. For example, a small increase in electron density on
the hydrogen donor causes a large decrease in the electric
potential.

Electron scattering directly probes the total QM elec-
tric potential (including the self- and response potentials in
both the “near-” and “far-fields” regions) throughout mat-
ter. These high-energy electrons penetrate deep into matter
and hence are able to probe the entire V(r) from the valence
regions to very close to the nuclei. Lets reconsider our previ-

ous expression for Bethe’s MIP noting that we can identify
it simply as the zeroth (k = 0) Fourier component of the
electron scattering structure factor

Vo ≡
1

Ω

∫
V(r)dr. (7)

The MIP is the substance dependent difference in the spatial
average of the electric potential with respect to zero vacuum
potential. All the elements share a common difference in
their electric charge distributions such that all the positive
protons are highly concentrated in the nucleus (i.e., to good
approximation a Dirac delta function of charge Z) superim-
posed on a diffuse background of negative electron density.
Electrons never concentrate their charge density like protons
do, even for NNA electrons. Thus, the spatial average of the
electric potential, Vo, corresponds to a positive definite elec-
tronically screened nuclear electric potential of matter. As
such it provides an experimentally accessible measure of the
average QM electric potential inside matter. Historically,
the connections between these physical quantities and their
measurement was developed by four Nobel prize winners. In
1927 Davisson and Germer91 confirmed the de Broglie hy-
pothesis (that electrons could behave as waves) by observing
the diffraction pattern of electrons scattered by Nickel, how-
ever, they were unable to index the reflections without know-
ing Vo. In 1928 Bethe25 successfully indexed the reflections
for Nickel using his derivation for Vo. A few decades later,
Gabor92 invented electron holography which ultimately al-
lowed direct measurement of Vo given by

Vo =
∆ϕ

CEt
, (8)

where ∆ϕ is the phase difference between a high-energy (> 1
keV) electron wave split in two: (1) an electron wave pass-
ing through a bulk sample of thickness t, and (2) a reference
electron wave passing through an adjacent vacuum. CE is
an experimental constant that depends on the accelerating
voltage, the electron rest energy, and its de Broglie wave-
length. The electron wave passing through the sample is
accelerated by the positive MIP and this results in a phase
shift with respect to the vacuum electron wave. When these
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Figure 8: QM electric potential isosurfaces inside 6.7 M aqueous NaCl. Atom colors are: water’s O and H atoms are red and
white, respectively, Na+cations are blue, and Cl– anions are green. Isosurfaces are: +10.3 V (gray), +6.8 V (orange), +2.7
V (yellow), 0 V (green), -1.4 V (cyan), -3.3 V (blue), -4.6 V (purple). The simulation box length is L = 24.4 Å. QM level:
PBE/DZVP

E = 0 E = -3.1 V/A E = +3.1 V/A

Figure 9: The QM response of a NaCl molecule in an applied electric field E = ±3.1 V/Å(field direction indicated by blue
arrows). The resulting potential isosurfaces (red = postive, green = negative) and total dipole moments are: V = ±2 V and
µ = 9 D (left), V = ±3.5 V and µ = 14.3 D (middle), V = ±3.5 V and µ = −24.7 D (right). QM level: B3LYP/aug-cc-pvdz.

electron waves are recombined into a hologram the phase
information can be retrieved. An upper bound for the MIP
can be estimated using the IAM approximation given by23,93

Vo =

[
h2

2πme

]
1

Ω

∑
i

feli (0), (9)

where h is Planck’s constant, m is the electron rest mass,
i is the index over all the atoms in the unit cell of volume
Ω, and feli (0) = Z

3ao
〈r2〉 is the ith atomic electron scattering

factor at zero scattering angle (e.g., felH (0) = ao ≈ 0.529 Å
for the hydrogen atom).

As a practical matter, the MIP as defined in Eq.7 isn’t of
much use when calculating Vo using QM molecular simula-
tion. Instead, we use

Vo = Vinner −Vouter =
1

A

〈∫
V(x, y, z)dydz

〉
, (10)

where A is the cross-sectional area (in yz-plane as in Fig-
ure 12) of the slab facing the vacuum. The simulation cell

employs a slab geometry with vacuum regions placed on ei-
ther side of the sample. This is because the Vo is the elec-
tric potential difference between the inner potential of the
bulk sample and the outer potential of the vacuum (cho-
sen as the zero reference potential). Computing Vo using
CL point charges yields a quantity which cannot be com-
pared to experiment due to the pathological behaviour in
the “near-field” regions.62

Let’s use liquid water as an example to illustrate some
key points in understanding Vo. Using the IAM approxima-
tion one obtains VIAM

o = 4.87 V. The best estimate from a
bulk QM calculation94 gives VQM

o = 4.32 V, and the most
accurate liquid phase electron holography measurement95 is
VEXPT

o = 4.48 V. Notice that the difference between the
IAM and experiment is -0.39 V. The negative sign indicates
that forming the water molecules (OH bonds and lone elec-
tron pairs) and bringing them together (hydrogen bonding,
etc.) in the condensed phase allows, on average, for bet-
ter screening of the positive electric potential of the nuclei
(think mutual Pauli-repulsion where the tails of the elec-
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Figure 10: Comparison of electric field distributions at the locations of the Na+ and Cl– ions from CL simulations of a 6.7 M
aqueous NaCl electrolyte.

𝛿𝜌 r = 𝜌 H&O & - 𝜌 H&O + H&O = ± 10,- 𝑒/𝑎1-

𝛿V r = V H&O & - V H&O + H&O = ± 0.272 V

Figure 11: Deformation densities δρ(r) (top) and electric potentials δV(r) (bottom) when two water molecules are brought
together: H2O + H2O → (H2O)2. The blue and red isosurfaces denote increases (+) and decreases (-), respectively. Small
changes in electron density yield large changes in electric potentials. QM level: B3LYP/6-31+G*.

tron densities are pushed closer to the nuclei compared to
atoms in vacuum). The magnitude of the difference points
to the subtlety of these chemical effects with ∼ 2/3 going
to making covalent OH bonds and lone pairs, and ∼ 1/3 for
hydrogen bonding, etc.63 Figure 12 shows the profile of the
QM electric potential for a single configurational snapshot
going from inside a 6.7 M aqueous NaCl solution out into
the vacuum region. Using our best estimates from previous
calculations yields a VQM

o ≈ 4.95 V for 6.7 M aqueous NaCl.
Unfortunately, no electron holography measurements exist
to compare with our aqueous NaCl results, but we note the
an upper bound can be obtained using the IAM that gives
VIAM

o = 5.5 V. Table 1 compares the experimental MIPs23,93

for various systems. Generally, one might expect that the
MIPs increase monotonically as one goes to higher Z in the
Periodic Table, however, this is not the case as subtle varia-
tions in packing and the spatial distribution of electrons are
particular to each substance.

The inclusion of nuclear quantum effect (NQE) (i.e., zero-
point energy) on pure water, as well as anions F– and I–

in water, has been shown to yield relatively large changes
in electronic charge transfer between water molecules and
from the anions to water, however, how this will alter the
electric potentials and fields has yet to determined.96 An
in-depth analysis of the electron densities of aqueous NaCl
electrolytes reveals that the water molecules, on average, act
as electronic sinks for electric charges arising from the Cl–

anions, consistent with the NQE findings of Markland.17,63

Importantly, the measured and calculated QM MIP (without
NQE included) of liquid water differ by only ∆Vo = 0.16 V,
suggesting that NQEs cause a decrease in electronic screen-
ing of the electric potentials of the nuclei.95

The measured MIPs only report on the electric potential
difference between the spatial average of the potential inside
matter and the zero vacuum reference – essentially a Heav-
iside step function. But, it doesn’t tell us what the average
interfacial electric fields are as this requires knowing how the
electric potential decays into the vacuum or at the interface
between one substance and another. Indeed, the QM slab
simulations can provide the interfacial potential profile from
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.

Figure 12: The profile of the electric potential for a slab of 6.7 M aqueous NaCl spanning both the bulk and vacuum regions.
QM level: PBE/DZVP.

which the field can be computed. For convenience, consider
a more gradual interfacial step using the function

V(r) = Vo{1−
1

2
[1 + tanh [k(r −R)]]}, (11)

with an interfacial electric field given by

E(r) =
kVo

2
sech2 [k(r −R)] , (12)

where R is the location of the interface, and k is the inter-
facial width parameter. One can see in Figure 13 that as
the MIPs get larger, with the same k, the interfacial elec-
tric fields increase correspondingly. The resulting interfacial
fields are very sensitive to the interfacial width of the elec-
tric potential and can get quite large depending on just how
much electron density spills out of the interface. We found62

that the QM liquid H2O interface has a k ∼ 0.8 Å−1, which
yields average interfacial fields on the order of 1− 2 V/Å.

Table 1: MIPs for Various Systems

System VEXPT
o (V)

H2O 4.5
NaCl 8.3
Al 13.0
Si 11.5
CaF2 11.6
Ni 18.0
Cu 23.5
Ag 20.7

Electric Potentials and Electrochemistry

At this point we must mention a closely related quantity
from electrochemistry,97–99 that is also used to quantify
single ion hydration free energies,94,100–102 called the sur-
face potential (see Kathmann et al.62 for more details):
χ = φ − ψ, where φ is the inner or Galvani potential and

ψ is the outer or Volta potential. The φ and ψ potentials
are rather loosely defined as those potentials measured by a
nonperturbative test charge inside and outside the sample,
respectively. Simple enough, but this doesn’t make χ, φ or
ψ physically or mathematically well-defined. For example, if
we perform the same analysis we did above for the QM case
using Eq.10, with CL SPC/E point charges instead, we find
VCL

o = −0.55 V. VCL
o is unable to get the sign of the MIP

correct much less the magnitude. Again, this is due to the
unphysical behaviour of the “near field” CL point charges
seen in Figure 2. Furthermore, the electrochemical experi-
mental estimates of χ range from −1.1 to +0.5 V. Various
authors have used the fact that since VCL

o falls within the
experimental range of χ as evidence for its correctness as
opposed to numerical coincidence. Again, the MIP results
from averaging the electric potential over the entire charge
density from the valence regions all the way to the nuclei
due to the high-energy electrons. It’s not clear where in
the charge density the electrochemical measurements probe,
however, it’s safe to assume they are probing “somewhere
in between” the atoms or molecules. We have explored this
“somewhere in between” by using various electron isosur-
faces as a well-defined way to partition the space over which
the electric potential is averaged given by

Ṽ(r) = V(r) Θ
[
ρcutelec − ρelec(r)

]
, (13)

where Θ[x] is the Heaviside step function (i.e., Θ[x > 0 ] =
1, and Θ[x < 0 ] = 0), and ρcutelec is the electron density
above which the electric potentials are not included in the
integral in Eq.10. The consequence of substituting Ṽ(r) for
V(r) in Eq.10 yields electric potential differences that can
be evaluated as a function of ρcutelec. A dramatic decrease in
VQM

o was found such that

lim
ρcut
elec
→ 10−4

VQM
o ≈ −0.3 V, (14)

where ρcutelec is in units of e/a3o. In contrast, when the SPC/E
CL charges were placed at the positions of the QM nuclei it
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Figure 13: Comparison of interfacial electric potentials (solid) and corresponding fields (dashed) for dif-
ferent MIPs (Vo = 5, 10, 15 V), interface locations (R = 5, 8, 11Å), and width parameters (k =
0.8 (red), 1.6 (orange), 2.4 (green), 3.2 (blue), 4.0 (purple) Å−1).

was found that

lim
ρcut
elec
→ 10−4

VCL
o ≈ −0.6 V. (15)

Interestingly, the most recent electrochemical measurements
by Allen and co-workers,103 using a modified equivalent cir-
cuit model to characterize their cell, obtain a surface poten-
tial χ = −0.49 V. From an analysis of their measurements,
it’s not clear how one could set up the corresponding con-
densed phase QM calculations required to test the assump-
tions and limitations of the circuit model. Further study of
the connection between VCL

o and χ is certainly warranted.

Conclusions

We discussed several key points worth summarizing: (1)
all “neutral” elements can be considered as screened posi-
tive charges when in the “near-field” regions, (2) vibrational
groups can act as local field probes and correlate well with
observed frequency shifts for single mode independent oscil-
lators, (3) when atoms are brought together into substances,
the electrons rearrange into chemical bonds, cations/anions,
lone pairs, and NNAs, (4) lone pairs are not NNAs but arise
from the delicate balance in the lone pair region between nu-
clear and electronic electric potentials, (5) the electric fields
are extremely large almost everywhere inside and at the in-
terface of matter and thus care must be taken when consid-

ering which part(s) of the system act as source(s) and re-
ceiver(s), (6) that small changes in electron density lead to
large changes in electric potential, (7) there are large dif-
ferences in electric potentials and fields between CL and
QM representations of charge density, (8) X-ray and elec-
tron scattering measurements in general provide very direct
information on the QM charge densities and electric poten-
tials and fields, (9) the MIP, Vo, is a key measure of of
the average electric potential of matter and is very sensitive
to the wings of the electron densities, and (10) a rigorous
comparison between condensed phase QM electric potential
and electrochemical surface potentials still requires further
analysis.

The excellent agreement between the experimental and
QM MIPs underscores the proper description of the elec-
tric potentials (and fields) inside matter and stand as “gold
standard” benchmarks of accurate representations of charge
densities, potentials, and fields inside and at the interfaces of
condensed phases.104 From these types of measurements and
QM calculations one can build better CL and coarse grained
models of the electric potentials and fields of matter.
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